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Non-screen activities
you can do at home

2
5
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Recipes are a great way to express yourself and get creative.
Have a go at our 25 food and recipe related tasks!

ideas!
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Write a recipe
for happiness.
What are the
essential ingredients
you need to include?

the front
2 Design
cover of your

revolting!
3 Get
What is the most

your own
4 Make
chef's hat.

a recipe
6 Create
for a superhero.

a model
7 Make
of your favourite

a song or
8 Write
rap about your

a picture of
do you
9 Draw
10 What
the best dessert
need to make

What do you need to
mix together and how
would you do it?

ew drops
Add a f ...
ry
of brave

own recipe book.
What will you call
your book and
how will you make it
stand out?

pizza. Use bits you
find around the
house. What toppings
will you include?
Bottle top pepperoni
perhaps?

disgusting menu you
can think of? Design
and create your own
revolting menu.

What will you use to
make it? Newspaper
or something else?

favourite food OR
about your least
favourite food.

you can possibly
imagine!

makes a
5 What
good friend?

Can you write a
recipe with the key
ingredients?

a healthy human?
Draw a diagram
to explain.
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Start a food
journal. Write
down your favourite
meals, ingredients
and recipes.
Are you eating
healthily enough?

you
12 Imagine
need to

search
13 Word
fun!

you
14 Imagine
discovered a

had your
15 Ifownyourestaurant,

make a cake for
a special event.
It needs to have
5 layers of different
flavours. Design
and label how it
would look.

Create your own
word search using
words on the topic
of food or cooking,
then ask someone to
complete it.
F
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new type of fruit!
What would you call
it? What would it look
like and taste like?
Write a description.

what would it be
like? Would it have
a theme? Make a
model of it using
things you find
around the house.

baking!
19 Get
Find a recipe

body.
20 Healthy
Exercise is

you like and have a
go at completing it.
What will you make?
Biscuits, pancakes,
fruit salad or
something else?

just as important as
eating well. Can you
create your own daily
workout routine and
try it out?
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How would you
create a united
community?
Write down your
method and the
ingredients you
would use.

The perfect
teacher! Write a
list of the ingredients
you would need
to make the best
teacher in the world.
perhaps you know
one already?
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22 Rainbow
foods. There

power!
23 Potion
Imagine you

food!
on a show!
24 Alphabet
25 Put
Can you name
Can you put

are 7 colours in the
rainbow. Can you
think of a food that's
the colour of each
one? Draw a picture
to show these.

have the power to
create a potion. What
would your potion do
and how would you
make it?

something you would
find in the kitchen that
starts with the letter
a,b,c and so on?

How many
words can
you think of that
rhyme with COOK?
Write a list.
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B
save the seeds from
something you eat
and plant them to
grow your own?

W

on a cookery show?
Explain what you are
doing at each step so
it's simple for others
to follow.'

Parents and teachers – please share your success stories with us on social media:
 HeyPobble  Pobble Education  TeamPobble

